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(54) UNIVERSAL AISLE CONTAINMENT COLUMN ADAPTER

(57) An aisle containment system installed around a
pre-existing building column in a data center. The aisle
containment system includes a frame defined by wall
beams, header frames, and a plurality of posts. A plurality
of cabinets are positioned within the frame. Mid-span
posts are positioned adjacent building columns located

within the frame. The mid-span posts support the wall
beams on one side of the frame. A containment column
adapter is secured to one of the wall beams and one of
the mid-span posts. The containment column adapter
seals the gaps between the building column and the wall
beam within the frame of the aisle containment system.
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Description

Cross Reference to Related Application

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provi-
sional Application No. 62/432,222, filed December 9,
2016, the subject matter of which is hereby incorporated
by reference in its entirety.

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to an aisle con-
tainment system, and more particularly to an aisle con-
tainment system installed around a building column.

Background of the Invention

[0003] Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 9,255,417 is direct-
ed to an independent aisle containment system installed
in a data center. The independent aisle containment sys-
tem separates hot air and cold air within the data center.
The independent aisle containment system is self-sup-
porting which enables cabinets to be easily added or re-
moved from the aisle without disturbing the structure of
the aisle containment system.
[0004] A problem occurs when the independent aisle
containment system is to be installed in an area with pre-
existing building columns. Building columns are com-
monly found in data center environments, particularly
larger data centers. To effectively utilize the space within
a data center and increase efficiency of the cooling sys-
tems, it is desirable to install an aisle containment system
around the building columns, while maintaining separa-
tion of the hot and cold air within the data center.
[0005] Thus, it would be desirable to provide a device
to seal the gaps around the pre-existing building columns
thereby enabling the independent aisle containment sys-
tem to be installed around the building column while
maintaining containment of the aisle.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] An aisle containment system is disclosed. The
aisle containment system includes a frame defined by
wall beams, header frames, and a plurality of posts. A
plurality of cabinets are positioned within the frame. Mid-
span posts are positioned adjacent pre-existing building
columns that are located within the frame. The mid-span
posts support the wall beams on one side of the frame.
At least one containment column adapter is secured to
one of the wall beams and one of the mid-span posts.
The at least one containment column adapter is installed
to seal the gap between the building column and the wall
beam within the frame of the aisle containment system.
[0007] The aisle containment system is further dis-
closed in the following numbered clauses:

1. An aisle containment system comprising:

a frame defined by wall beams, header frames,
and a plurality of posts;
a plurality of cabinets positioned within the
frame;
mid-span posts positioned adjacent building col-
umns located within the frame, the mid-span
posts for supporting the wall beams on one side
of the frame;
at least one containment column adapter se-
cured to one of the wall beams and one of the
mid-span posts; wherein the at least one con-
tainment column adapter seals gaps between
the building column and the wall beam within
the frame of the aisle containment system.

2. The aisle containment system of clause 1, wherein
the at least one containment column adapter in-
cludes a wall beam extension and a wall beam ex-
tension clamp, wherein the wall beam extension is
positioned below one of the wall beams.

3. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein the wall beam extension includes a
horizontal member with a plurality of slots for ena-
bling the wall beam extension to be adjusted to fill a
width of the gap.

4. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein post studs extend from the mid-span
posts, the post studs extend through the slots in the
horizontal member of the wall beam extension and
into holes in a bottom surface of one of the wall
beams.

5. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause , wherein the wall beam extension includes
a vertical member with a plurality of slots for receiving
fasteners to secure the wall beam extension clamp.

6. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein the wall beam extension clamp hav-
ing a flap seal and adjustment slots for receiving fas-
teners to secure the wall beam extension clamp.

7. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein the wall beam extension having an
end face; a foam seal is attached to the end face for
providing a seal between the wall beam extension
and the building column.

8. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, further comprising a plurality of blanking pan-
els positioned within the frame for filling openings
within the aisle containment system.

9. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, further comprising ceiling panels and aisle
beams extending across a width of the frame; and
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a flexible roof support secured to the building col-
umn, the flexible roof support receives an end of the
aisle beams adjacent the building column.

10. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein the flexible roof support conforms
to the structure of the building column.

11. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, further comprising aisle beam supports, the
aisle beam supports secure one of the aisle beams
to the wall beam extension.

12. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein the aisle beam supports include a
first upwardly extending vertical member, a main hor-
izontal member, and a second downwardly extend-
ing member.

13. The aisle containment system of any preceding
clause, wherein the downwardly extending vertical
member includes a post that extends through one of
the slots in the wall beam extension; and the hori-
zontal main member includes a plurality of holes for
receiving fasteners to secure one of the aisle beams
to the aisle beam supports.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0008]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of cabinets and a cylin-
drical building column in a data center.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an aisle containment
system installed around the cylindrical building col-
umn of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a left top perspective view of the aisle con-
tainment system of the present invention with cabi-
nets, ceiling panels, and a sliding door installed.
Fig. 4 is a right top perspective view of the aisle con-
tainment system of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the wall beams of the
aisle containment system and the building column
of Fig. 2.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the wall beams and
the building column of Fig. 2 with the containment
column adapter of the present invention.
Fig. 7 is an exploded perspective view of the con-
tainment column adapter of Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the aisle containment
system of Fig. 6 with cabinets and blanking panels
installed around the cylindrical building column.
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the aisle containment
system of Fig. 6 with cabinets and blanking panels
installed around a rectangular building column.
Fig. 10 is a top view of the ceiling panels and aisle
beam around the building column of the aisle con-
tainment system of Fig. 4.

Fig. 11 is a perspective view from inside the aisle of
the cylindrical building column with the flexible roof
support of Fig. 10.
Fig. 12 is a perspective view from inside the aisle of
the rectangular building column with the flexible roof
support of Fig. 10.
Fig. 13 is a partial exploded top perspective view of
the aisle beam and aisle beam supports of Fig. 10.
Fig. 14 is a partially assembled view of the wall beam
extension and the aisle beam supports of Fig. 13.
Fig. 15 is a partially assembled top perspective view
of the wall beam extension, the aisle beam supports
and the aisle beam of Fig. 13.

Detailed Description

[0009] Fig. 1 illustrates a plurality of cabinets 50 in-
stalled in a data center around a pre-existing building
column 100. The cabinets 50 are arranged in two rows
forming an aisle 54 therebetween. Often the pre-existing
building columns 100 interfere with the formation of the
aisle containment system. The building columns 100 are
generally cylindrical or rectangular. As illustrated in Fig.
1, the row formed around the building column 100 in-
cludes gaps 110 or openings between the building col-
umn 100 and adjacent cabinets 50. The present invention
provides a containment column adapter 150 that closes
the gap 110 between the building column 100 and the
cabinets 50 thereby maintaining containment of the aisle
54 formed by the cabinets 50.
[0010] Fig. 2 illustrates an aisle containment system
installed around a cylindrical building column. The cabi-
nets 50 have been removed from one side of the aisle to
illustrate the frame 58 forming the aisle and positioned
around the building column 100. The frame 58 is similar
to the frame of Applicant’s aisle containment system dis-
closed in U.S. Patent No. 9,255,417, herein incorporated
by reference. The frame 58 is positioned on the floor 56.
Although only one end is illustrated, posts 60 and a head-
er frame 62 are located at each end of the frame 58. Wall
beams 64 are positioned above the cabinets 50 and are
designed to extend between the posts 60.
[0011] The frame 58 includes two mid span posts 120
that are positioned on each side of the building column
100. The mid span posts 120 support the wall beams 64
on one side of the frame 58.
[0012] Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the aisle containment
frame 58 of Fig. 2 with additional cabinets 50, blanking
panels 80, and a sliding door 96 installed to form an aisle
containment system. Figs. 3 and 4 also illustrate a plu-
rality of aisle beams 86 and ceiling panels 90 installed
over the aisle 54. The aisle beams 86 and ceiling panels
90 extend between the wall beams 64 of the frame 58.
Figs. 3 and 4 also illustrate the containment column
adapter 150 installed around the building column 100
and the aisle containment system frame 58.
[0013] Figs. 5-15 illustrate the building column 100 and
the containment column adapter 150 of the present in-
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vention filling the gaps 110 between the building column
100 and the aisle containment system. The cabinets 50
have been removed in several of the figures to more
clearly illustrate the aisle containment frame 58 and con-
tainment column adapter 150.
[0014] Fig. 5 illustrates a section of the aisle contain-
ment frame 58 positioned around the building column
100. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the frame 58 includes mid
span posts 120 that are located at each side of the build-
ing column 100. Each mid span post 120 is designed to
support the wall beam 64 and attached wall beam clamp
66 with a flap seal 68. There is a gap 110 between the
building column 100 and the wall beam 64 and each mid
span post 120. This gap 110 must be blocked to maintain
containment of the hot or cold air in the aisle. The width
of the gap 110 varies depending on the column size,
shape and location within the aisle containment system.
[0015] The containment column adapter 150 of the
present invention is designed to seal the gap 110 be-
tween the cabinet 50 and the wall beam 64 and the build-
ing column 100. Fig. 6 illustrates an installed containment
column adapter 150 closing and sealing the gap 110 be-
tween the building column 100 and the wall beams 64.
[0016] Fig. 7 illustrates an exploded view of the con-
tainment column adapter 150. The containment column
adapter 150 includes a wall beam extension 152 and a
wall beam extension clamp 164. These parts are de-
signed to seal the gap 110 between the building column
100 and the wall beam 64. The wall beam extension 152
is positioned below the wall beam 64. The wall beam
extension 152 includes a horizontal member 154 with a
plurality of adjustment slots 156 to enable the wall beam
extension 152 to be adjusted to the width of the gap 110.
The wall beam extension 152 also includes a vertical
member 158 with adjustment slots 160. A mid span post
120 is positioned below the wall beam extension 152 and
the wall beam 64. As illustrated by dashed lines, post
studs 122 extending from the mid span post 120 extend
through the slots 156 in the wall beam extension 152 into
the holes 65 in the bottom surface of the wall beam 64.
An adhesive foam seal 172 is attached to the end face
162 of the wall beam extension 152. The foam seal 172
can be compressed against the building column 100 to
provide a seal.
[0017] A wall beam extension clamp 164 with a flap
seal 168 attached thereto is secured to the wall beam
extension 152. The wall beam extension clamp 164 in-
cludes adjustment slots 166. The wall beam extension
clamp 164 is placed behind the wall beam clamp 66. The
wall beam extension clamp 164 is held in place by the
wall beam extension clamp attachment screw 170 and
the last wall beam clamp attachment screw 67. The flap
seal 168 provides a seal against a cabinet or blanking
panel, similar to the flap seal 68 that is provided with the
wall beam 64.
[0018] Alternatively, a ceiling mounted threaded rod
(not illustrated) can be used instead of the mid span post
to support the wall beam and wall beam extensions. The

threaded rods would pass through the holes in the wall
beam into the slots in the wall beam extension.
[0019] Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate a perspective view of a
section of the aisle containment system with an installed
containment column adapter 150, cabinets 50, and ver-
tical blanking panels 80 with vertical stiffeners 82 to seal
the gaps 110 between the building column 100 and the
cabinets 50. Fig. 8 illustrates the containment column
adapter 150 installed around a cylindrical building column
and Fig. 9 illustrates the containment column adapter
installed around a rectangular building column. The
blanking panels 80 and vertical stiffener 82 are disclosed
in Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 9,255,417. The blanking
panel 80 is positioned adjacent the cabinet 50 and in front
of the mid span post 120. The blanking panel 80 is also
positioned behind the wall beam clamp 66 and the wall
beam extension clamp 164. The flap seal 168 presses
against the blanking panel 80 to create a seal.
[0020] The blanking panel 80 covers the area below
the wall beam 64 and between the cabinet 50 and the
building column 100. If necessary, the width of the vertical
blanking panel 80 is adjusted to fill the gap 110 between
the building column 100 and the cabinet 50. The blanking
panel 80 butts up against the building column 100. If de-
sired, foam strips can also be used to provide an addi-
tional seal between the blanking panel 80 and the building
column 100.
[0021] As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, the aisle beams
86 and ceiling panels 90 also need to accommodate each
building column 100. The ceiling panels 90 need to be
cut to fit around the cylindrical or rectangular building
column. If an aisle beam 86 is going to interfere with the
building column 100, the aisle beam 86 must also be cut
around the building column 100. Without a wall beam 64,
there is nothing supporting the end of the aisle beam 86.
As a result, a flexible roof support 190 and aisle beam
supports 200 must be installed to support the aisle beam
86 and ceiling panels 90.
[0022] Figs. 10-15 illustrate the containment column
adapter 150, the flexible roof support 190 with the ad-
justed aisle beams 86 and ceiling panels 90. Fig. 10 il-
lustrates an aisle beam 86 located between the wall beam
64 and the building column 100. A flexible roof support
190 is installed around the building column 100 to support
the end of the aisle beam 86 next to the building column
100. As illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12, the flexible roof
support 190 conforms to the structure of the building col-
umn 100, cylindrical or rectangular, respectively. The
flexible roof support 190 is secured to the building column
100 prior to installing the aisle beams 86 and ceiling pan-
els 90.
[0023] Figs. 13-15 provide detailed views of the aisle
beam 86 being secured to the wall beam extension 152.
The aisle beam 86 is secured to the wall beam extension
152 via aisle beam supports 200 and fastening devices
212, 214.
[0024] The aisle beam supports 200 include a first up-
wardly extending vertical member 202, a main horizontal
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member 204, and a second downwardly extending ver-
tical member 208. The horizontal main member 204 in-
cludes a plurality of holes 206 for receiving fasteners 212.
The downwardly extending vertical member 208 includes
a post 210. The aisle beam supports 200 are positioned
adjacent to the wall beam extension 152 with the posts
210 extending through the top slot 160 in the wall beam
extension 152. Nuts 214 engage the posts 210 to secure
the aisle beam supports 200 to the wall beam extension
152 (see Fig. 14). Once the aisle beam supports 200 are
secured to the wall beam extension 152, the aisle beam
86 is positioned on the aisle beam supports 200 and a
fastener 212 is inserted through openings 88, 206 in the
aisle beam and the aisle beam supports, respectively,
(see Fig. 15). Additionally, if desired, only one aisle beam
support 200 can be used when only half of the aisle beam
86 is supported by the wall beam 64.
[0025] Figs. 13-15 also illustrate the ceiling panels 90
cut to fit around the circular building column 100.
[0026] Foam strips can be installed, where necessary,
to seal any remaining gaps created when cutting ceiling
panels and the aisle beams around the building column.
Blanking foam strips may also be used to seal across
any exposed slots, such as on the vertical face of the
wall beam extension.
[0027] Furthermore, while the preferred embodiments
of the present invention have been shown and described,
it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that changes
and modifications may be made without departing from
the teaching of the invention. The matter set forth in the
foregoing description and accompanying drawings is of-
fered by way of illustration only and not as limitation.

Claims

1. An aisle containment system comprising:

a frame defined by wall beams, header frames,
and a plurality of posts;

a plurality of cabinets positioned within the
frame;
mid-span posts positioned adjacent build-
ing columns located within the frame, the
mid-span posts for supporting the wall
beams on one side of the frame;

at least one containment column adapter se-
cured to one of the wall beams and one of the
mid-span posts; wherein the at least one con-
tainment column adapter seals gaps between
the building column and the wall beam within
the frame of the aisle containment system.

2. The aisle containment system of claim 1, wherein
the at least one containment column adapter in-
cludes a wall beam extension and a wall beam ex-

tension clamp, wherein the wall beam extension is
positioned below one of the wall beams.

3. The aisle containment system of claim 2, wherein
the wall beam extension includes a horizontal mem-
ber with a plurality of slots for enabling the wall beam
extension to be adjusted to fill a width of the gap.

4. The aisle containment system of claim 3, wherein
post studs extend from the mid-span posts, the post
studs extend through the slots in the horizontal mem-
ber of the wall beam extension and into holes in a
bottom surface of one of the wall beams.

5. The aisle containment system of claim 2, wherein
the wall beam extension includes a vertical member
with a plurality of slots for receiving fasteners to se-
cure the wall beam extension clamp.

6. The aisle containment system of claim 2, wherein
the wall beam extension clamp having a flap seal
and adjustment slots for receiving fasteners to se-
cure the wall beam extension clamp.

7. The aisle containment system of claim 2, wherein
the wall beam extension having an end face; a foam
seal is attached to the end face for providing a seal
between the wall beam extension and the building
column.

8. The aisle containment system of any preceding
claim, further comprising a plurality of blanking pan-
els positioned within the frame for filling openings
within the aisle containment system.

9. The aisle containment system of any preceding
claim, further comprising ceiling panels and aisle
beams extending across a width of the frame; and

a flexible roof support secured to the building
column, the flexible roof support receives an end
of the aisle beams adjacent the building column.

10. The aisle containment system of claim 9, wherein
the flexible roof support conforms to the structure of
the building column.

11. The aisle containment system of claim 9, further
comprising aisle beam supports, the aisle beam sup-
ports secure one of the aisle beams to the wall beam
extension.

12. The aisle containment system of claim 11, wherein
the aisle beam supports include a first upwardly ex-
tending vertical member, a main horizontal member,
and a second downwardly extending vertical mem-
ber.
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13. The aisle containment system of claim 12, wherein
the downwardly extending vertical member includes
a post that extends through one of the slots in the
wall beam extension; and the horizontal main mem-
ber includes a plurality of holes for receiving fasten-
ers to secure one of the aisle beams to the aisle
beam supports.
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